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WASHING  CURED HAMS AND SHOULDERS

WASHING  HAMS MACHINE

LOW CONSUMPTION OF WATER

MINICON 3D/MINICON 5D

After the ham has been salted, it must be washed with
water to eliminate any excess salt on the surface. At
present, this process requires high, uncontrolled water
consumption. In addition, the waste water contains a
very high salt concentration which poses contamination
problems.

Our new dry salt recovery system and fresh water control
system, consumes from 1 to 1,5 Lt of water per ham or
piece, minimising the waste of wate.
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TYPES

The ham is placed on a special stainless steel chain that
transports it towards the machine interior. There, the
action of the high pressure air expelled through the
nozzles wash the grains of salt from the ham's surface.

Equipped with sensors detecting the ham and wash
action is on , only when ham is placed in the wash area.

Controlling the water consumed per piece from 1 to 1,5 lt /
piece. This water is channelled to the machine's waste
pipe and the ham leaves the wash zone ready for
hanging.

- Stainless steel conveyor belt
- Low water consumption wash circuit

- Inox pump with filter of suction
- Model 3D  equipped with 1 pump and 3 lines of showers

- Independent sprinklers in wash circuit
- Level control of wash water tank

- Water consumption control per piece

- Model 5D  equipped with 2 pumps and 5 lines of showers
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Lenght:

Widtho:

Height:

Weight:

Power coveyor belt.:

Power wash pump:

Total power :

Water consumption:

Ø water inlet:

Production optimal:

MINICON 3D

1.930 mm.

972 mm.

1.490 mm.

460 kg.

0,18 kW.

2,98  Kw

3,16 Kw

+/- 1,5 Lt

3/4”

450 piezas/h.

MINICON 5D

2.230 mm.

982 mm.

1.490 mm.

570 kg.

0,18 kW.

5,96 Kw

6,14 Kw

+/- 1,5  Lt.

3/4”

600 piezas/h.


